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Background

Gauche-normal-Propyl Cyanide

Anti-normal-Propyl Cyanide

Chemical Formula: C3H7CN. 

Largest molecule detected in Sagittarius B2. 
Rotational transitions in vibrational states have been detected  
by ALMA(Atacama Large Millimeter/Submillimeter Array), using our laboratory data. 

The good fit in lower energy range, within lower quantum number is  
always the beginning of a beautiful fitting. 



We fit the laboratory data to determine molecular 
parameters that can then be used to predict the spectrum 
in the ISM

  

Asymmetric Rotor 
Approximate expression for near Prolate Top



Content of the study

Vibrational states of normal-propyl cyanide up to vibrational energies of 400 cm-1 (575 
K).  

The gauche states are shown on the left-hand side, those of anti on the right.



Content of the study

Laboratory Measurements

Astronomy Observation

Analysis & Simulations

Next molecules 
interested
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Analysis
v30 = 1 

v18 = 1 

v30 = 2

a0 v = 0

gauche:

g v = 0

Extract of Laboratory Spectrum

Blue: v=0, anti 
Black: v=0, gauche 
Red: v30=2, anti 
Green: v30=2, gauche



μa and μb transitions

332,31-323,30

333,31-323,30
332,31-322,30

333,31-322,30

Dipole Moments for gauche 
µa 3.272 
µb 2.139

734,69-724,68

751,74-742,73

Dipole Moments for anti 
µa 4.000 
µb 0.984



Hyperfine structure
v30=2, gauche v30=1, anti

223,19-222,20

117,5-107,4 

117,4-107,3



progress
v30=1, antiBlue: analysis up to 127 GHz 

Violet: up to 251 GHz 
Red: up to 430 GHz

Prediction shifts at higher frequency

839,74-829,73 
839,75-829,741.30 MHz

Ground state, anti

Old prediction (green) and our new prediction (red)



Black-spectrum of Sagitarius B2 by ALMA, (Belloche et al.) 
Red-simulated spectrum of Propyl Cyanide in vibrational states (from our work) 
Green-simulated spectrum of all known molecules.

progress



Future plan
Study another astronomical molecule, 
eg, carbonic acid, carbamic acid, methylcarbamic acid... 
Though, you never know what you’er gonne get, thank god, we can choose our targets.

carbonic acid

carbamic acid

methylcarbamic acid



Guess films!
 The good fit in lower energy range, within lower quantum number is  

 always the beginning of a beautiful fitting. 

 “Louis, I think this is the beginning of a beautiful friendship.” Casablanca 

 Though, you never know what you’er gonne get, thank god, we can choose our 
targets. 

 “ Life was like a box of chocolayou never know what you're gonna get. ”  Forrest Gump 

 “ God made relatives; thank God we tes, can choose our friends. ” Garfield 

What’s the first one?

So, what’s the other one?



Merci, tout le monde

刘德⻰龙


